Visualization Onboarding: Learning How to Read and Use Visualizations
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 WHY
Why is visualization onboarding needed?
The aim of visualization is to support humans in dealing with large and complex information structures, to make them more comprehensible, facilitate exploration, and enable knowledge discovery. But, users often have problems in reading and interpreting data from visualizations, in particular when they experience them for the first time.

 WHAT
What is visualization onboarding?
Visualization onboarding is the process of supporting users on how to read, interpret, and extract information of visual representations of data.

 HOW
How is visualization onboarding provided?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Context-sensitivity</th>
<th>Interaction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>including for example:</td>
<td>- context-sensitive</td>
<td>- passive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- guided tours</td>
<td>- context-free</td>
<td>- active</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- step-by-step wizards</td>
<td>- embedded</td>
<td>- reactive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- video-based tutorials</td>
<td>- overview</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- tooltips</td>
<td>- other</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- walkthroughs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- help center</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- mouseover popup</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- overlays</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- learning environment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- etc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

 WHERE
Where is visualization onboarding provided?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Context-sensitivity</th>
<th>Interaction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- external</td>
<td>- context-sensitive</td>
<td>- passive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- internal</td>
<td>- context-free</td>
<td>- active</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- learning environment</td>
<td>- embedded</td>
<td>- reactive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

 WHEN
When is visualization onboarding used?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Context-sensitivity</th>
<th>Interaction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- before</td>
<td>- context-sensitive</td>
<td>- passive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- during</td>
<td>- context-free</td>
<td>- active</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- first use</td>
<td>- embedded</td>
<td>- reactive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

 Figure 1: A visual overview of the onboarding design space and of how all six questions, Why, What, Who, How, Where, and When relate to one another. Each question corresponds to one paper section as indicated by the numbered tag near each question title.

 ABSTRACT
The aim of visualization is to support humans in dealing with large and complex information structures, to make these structures more comprehensible, facilitate exploration, and enable knowledge discovery. However, users often have problems reading and interpreting data from visualizations, in particular when they experience them for the first time. A lack of visualization literacy, i.e., knowledge in terms of domain, data, visual encoding, interaction, and also analytical methods can be observed. To support users in learning how to use new digital technologies, the concept of onboarding has been successfully applied in other domains. However, it has not received much attention from the visualization community so far. With our position paper, we aim to work towards filling this gap by proposing a design space of onboarding in the context of visualization.

 Index Terms: Visualization literacy—learning—user onboarding—visual analytics

 1 INTRODUCTION
Visualization has become more important and more widespread; not only in the context of science and business, but also in everyday contexts such as data stories in newspapers, in books, or on the internet. The size and complexity of today’s datasets overwhelm traditional business charts such as bar charts, line charts, or pie charts. As a fact, more advanced visual representations are necessary to capture more complex data structures and larger amounts of data.

 Visualization can be seen as a process that transforms data into a visual form [11, 17]. As a user, this transformation needs to be transparent in order to be able to decode the visual representation and correctly reason about the data. Even though humans are visual beings and visual representations are easier to understand than other forms of data representations, users still need to learn how to read and comprehend them – a certain level of visualization literacy is essential. Especially for novice users, this task is often difficult and leads to wrong conclusions and insights concerning the data. In that case, visualization onboarding methods can support users in understanding data visualizations and take full advantage of the power of visual representations. However, very little is known about onboarding methods for visualizations.

 In general, the onboarding process is a key aspect of user experience (UX) that allows them to discover functionality of applications and achieve their goals. Onboarding flow pattern such as instructional text, just-in-time hints, or interactive tutorials can be found to support new users in learning the applications key benefits and features. Industry practitioners [4, 27, 28, 30] have started to create guidelines for the design of onboarding. Yet, there is scarce methodological and theoretical guidance to inform onboarding design decisions.

 In the context of education some studies have been carried out to find out how novices read and create charts [1, 3, 14, 44]. However, it is questionable whether these concepts can be applied to onboarding concepts for visualizations. In this paper, we introduce a design space for visualization onboarding. Currently, we are working on a systematic literature review of existing onboarding concepts in scientific publications and commercial visualization tools. We present first results and insights in this field. In our work on visualization onboarding we consider interactive visual analytic (VA) systems. Firstly, we introduce the topic of visualization onboarding in Section 2 and present related areas in Section 3. As a result of our literature search and prior experience we derived an abstract, descriptive design space that brings together the different aspects of onboarding concepts for visualization (see Section 4). We structured our design space of visualization onboarding along the Five W’s and How tool [25, 26]: Why is visualization onboarding needed? What is visualization onboarding? Who is the user? Which knowledge gap does the user have? How is visualization onboarding provided? When is visualization onboarding provided? Why is visualization onboarding needed?
In Section 5, we discuss gaps and challenges. In the next section we present the background on user onboarding including the grounding of this area in visualization.

2 WHAT IS VISUALIZATION ONBOARDING?

We start by explaining onboarding from the perspective of the Human-Computer-Interaction community, followed by a discussion of onboarding from the visualization point of view.

2.1 Onboarding in HCI

In general, the term onboarding originated from organizational theory where it is widely used and refers to the step taken by an organization to facilitate and socialize newcomer adjustment [36]. Faced with a similar challenge in classical user interface design, the Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) research community quickly recognized the importance of providing effective help systems for software applications [12]. Different approaches have since been investigated in depth [45], such as step-by-step wizards [6, 21, 34], overlays [21], Q&A forums [42], or video-based tutorials [5, 23, 47]. Moreover, context-sensitive and adaptive help approaches have been discussed. Context-sensitive help has largely been about attaching help options to specific user interface controls [15], e.g., tooltips, "p"-icon, dialog boxes, or even choosing a command to see animated steps [52] or videos [23]. One drawback is that designers have to anticipate where users might seek help, so that they can develop these tools beforehand.

More recently, the topic of onboarding has received interest by the UX practitioner community. There are several blogs and articles presenting guidelines and design inspirations for onboarding concepts [4, 27, 28, 30]. UX practitioner S. Hulik defined user onboarding as "the process of increasing the likelihood that new users become successful when adopting your product." [37]. Examples of onboarding design patterns include: instructional text, tours, progress bars, just-in-time hints, tips placed in feeds of user-generated content, and interactive tutorials [4]. Hulik and Higgins [27, 28, 30] provide a set of guidelines and processes to engage with the challenge of onboarding design and integration. Higgins advocates three principles of well designed onboarding [27]: 1) Facilitate exploration in an authentic space, 2) Gradually engage, 3) Provide clear next steps.

2.2 Towards Visualization Onboarding

Visual mapping is the process of assigning data variables to visual channels, which results in either a static or an interactive visual representation. This process is the central component of virtually all known conceptual models of visualization, such as [11, 54]. Understanding visual mapping is key for the correct decoding of both the visual representation and the underlying information. In addition to that, also the data analysis, filtering, and rendering steps of the visualization process influence the appearance of a visualization idiom and need to be transparent to a certain extent. Particularly for visualization-illiterate users in data analysis and visualization, however, this task is often difficult and prone to the risk of drawing wrong conclusions or insights regarding the data. Onboarding concepts can help users comprehend the visualization process and support learning. We define visualization onboarding as the following: Visualization onboarding is the process of supporting users in reading, interpreting, and extracting information from visual representations of data.

To ground our work in VA theory we use the “Simple Visualization Model” by Van Wijk [54] together with extensions by Federico and Wagner et al. [20] in order to capture automated data analysis components. The choice of this model follows a recent uptake of it in current VA research, such as guidance [13] or knowledge-assisted

1https://useronboard.com
al. [8] and Boy et al. [9]: “Visualization literacy is the ability and skill to read and interpret visually represented data in and to extract information from data visualizations” [40].

**Visualization Onboarding Approaches:** Tanahashi et al. [53] investigated top-down and bottom-up teaching methods, as well as active or passive learning types for scatter plot, graph, storyline, and treemap representations. Their analysis indicates that top-down exercises were more effective than bottom-up. Additionally, their study shows that utilizing the active learning type with top-down tasks were the most effective. Kwon and Lee [38] explored the effectiveness of active learning strategies. Three tutorial types (static, video-based, and interactive) are used to support the learning of scatterplot visualizations. They observed that participants using the interactive and video tutorials outperformed participants with static or no tutorials. Ruchikachorn and Mueller [48] proposed a concept of teaching by analogy, i.e., demonstrating an unfamiliar visualization method by linking it to a more familiar one. They provide demonstrations of various visualization techniques, e.g., data tables and parallel coordinates; scatterplot matrix and hyperbox; linear chart and spiral charts; hierarchical charts and treemaps. Yalçın [55] presented a design of a contextual in-situ help system for the visual data interfaces Keshif 3, called HelpIn, to explain the features of this tool. Nowadays most commercial visualization tools already integrate onboarding concepts focusing on the explanation of features. IBM Cognos Analytics 4, for example, uses step-by-step tours with tooltips and overlays for onboarding new users. A more traditional approach is used by the commercial visualization tool Advizor 5 which uses textual descriptions to explain the visual mapping for various visualization techniques, for example “A Heat Map summarizes data in a digestible graphical format. It uses both color and size to relay information about data values.”

3 R

### 3 RELATED AREAS

The field of visualization onboarding covers different disciplines, such as educational theories and cognitive science. Moreover, we elaborate on how onboarding is related to the concept of guidance in visual analytics.

#### 3.1 Educational Theories and Cognitive Science

As visualization onboarding aims for filling the knowledge gaps of users by supporting the learning of new concepts, it makes sense to build upon knowledge from the fields of learning theories and cognitive science. We distinguish between three main educational theories: behaviorism, cognitivism, and constructivism [19]. E-learning systems often integrate elements from different educational theories. This also applies to most onboarding systems.

Nevertheless, constructivist theories seem to be the most appropriate in order to explain learning processes with onboarding systems because they reflect the application of learning in a practical context. The concept of cognitive apprenticeship plays an important role in constructivism [18,49]. Cognitive apprenticeship is a kind of guided participation by learners in real processes of knowledge generation. This is related to the concept of scaffolding [29]. Scaffolding is a process where teachers gradually reduce their support for the student until the student can work autonomously. Cognitive apprenticeship and scaffolding can explain processes related to onboarding because the goal of the learners is to solve a real task, and they need support to use the visualization which is gradually reduced.

Another theoretical framework relevant for onboarding is graph comprehension, a theory that aims to explain how users make sense of graphs. Most of the investigations in this context deal with simple, small graphs [46]. Nevertheless, the findings from graph comprehension yield interesting results that can inform the design of visualizations. This is especially valuable for onboarding systems because investigations in this area often address the issue of how to design graphs that are appropriate for use in educational contexts. One of the most influential models in the context of the theory of graph comprehension describes this activity as consisting of three stages [22]: (1) reading the data (i.e., finding individual data values), (2) reading between the data (i.e., finding relationships between the data), (3) going beyond the data (i.e., interpreting the data, developing hypotheses about the data).

Support can happen at different levels in the visual exploration process. Besides onboarding, there is also the concept of guidance [13,50] which is described in the next section.

#### 3.2 Distinction between Onboarding and Guidance

Schulz et al. [50] characterized the concept of guidance in visual analytics. The governing aspects of guidance are context, domain, target and degree. The concept of guidance was further developed by Ceneda et al. [13] who defined guidance in visual analytics as “…a computer-assisted process that aims to actively resolve a knowledge gap encountered by users during an interactive visual analytics session.” They illustrate guidance using the metaphor of a smart car which supports the driver during a journey to a destination. If drivers are confident about how to get to the planned destination, they will drive the car, while the car provides guidance by showing the names of the traversed streets, highlighting the position of stop or traffic lights, or also streaming the weather conditions for the current day. In cases where drivers do not know how to reach the destination, the car could provide a higher degree of guidance by displaying turn-by-turn navigation instructions. An even higher level of guidance could be to drive to the destination autonomously, taking over every decision, changing paths if needed — but always leaving the driver the freedom of taking over the steering wheel to depart from the route or react to unexpected situations. These different degrees of guidance are all useful to help drivers reach their destination. However, what if drivers would like to reach a certain destination but do not know how to drive this specific type of car in the first place? Or, what if they do not know about smart cars in general and what they can actually accomplish? This more basic understanding is not covered by the concept of guidance. Therefore, the concept of onboarding aims to fill this gap by supporting the driver in learning how to use this smart car and explaining its main features and capabilities. Both, onboarding and guidance methods can be applied to visual analytics tools: Onboarding helps users to learn, interpret and use the applied VA methods correctly [8]. Guidance supports analysts during an interactive VA session with concrete tasks and data [13].

### 4 DESIGN SPACE

We describe the aspects of visualization onboarding along the following questions: **WHO** is the user? Which knowledge gap does the user have? **HOW** is visualization onboarding provided? **WHERE** is visualization onboarding provided? **WHEN** is visualization onboarding used?

#### 4.1 WHO is the user?

As users, we need to understand the process and reasoning that lead to the visual appearance, interactive behavior, and findings. Hence, we need to make the process transparent to the users to a certain degree. For conceptualizing this aspect, we adapt the nested model by Munzner and colleagues [43] as the guiding framework for presenting different levels of knowledge. The nested model is a unified approach that splits the design into four levels and combines these with appropriate evaluation methods to mitigate threats to validity at each level. In order to be able to cover visual analytics approaches
and include automated data analysis components, we expand the original model by adding analytical methods alongside visual encoding/interaction idioms. Analytical knowledge—such as different automated data analysis approaches, machine learning methods, or statistical methods applied to the data—is necessary to understand complex visualization interfaces and data. Figure 1 (3) keeps the nesting but shows an altered representation of the different levels. The model components represent the different levels of knowledge that (a) visualization users need in order to correctly interpret (interactive) visualization artifacts and (b) visualization designers have to consider when developing onboarding concepts.

The levels consider the users’ prior knowledge such as domain knowledge, data knowledge, knowledge of visual encoding & interaction concepts, and analytical knowledge.

**Domain knowledge:** A specific domain is a particular field of interest by target users of a visualization tool (e.g., medicine, data journalism, bioinformatics). Each domain has its own vocabulary for describing the data and problems, workflows, and how data can be used to solve a problem. Domain knowledge is also an ensemble of concepts, intellectual tools, and informational resources that a user can draw upon to put the visualized data into context.

**Data knowledge:** Many visualization tools are specific to a particular type of data, such as multivariate data, hierarchical data, network data, time-oriented data. Data knowledge refers to the necessary knowledge for understanding the data types and structures, or statistical properties of the data. In many cases, users need to know how to get their data into a specific visualization tool as a first step. This relates to a more technical level of knowledge about a particular file format (e.g., CSV, JSON) or structure of the data—data format (e.g., order and data types of individual variables).

**Visual encoding knowledge:** This type of knowledge is the most obvious one in the context of visualization, as it concerns the visual appearance of the data. Data elements are mapped to visual channels to form visualizations. Understanding this mapping is the basis for being able to correctly interpret the visualization.

**Interaction knowledge:** Interactivity is crucial for exploratory visualization tools. An interactive visualization tool can support the investigation at multiple levels of detail, such as either a high-level overview or fully detailed views that show a small data subset only [43]. Understanding the interaction concepts used in a visualization tool is important for users to perform tasks and understand connections and relationships in the data.

**Analytical knowledge** is defined as the knowledge of different automated data analysis methods, for example clustering (e.g., k-means) or data aggregation (e.g., dimensionality reduction). In certain cases, users need to have at least a basic understanding of their characteristics in order to choose or parameterize them correctly.

### 4.4 WHEN is visualization onboarding used?

The aspect of WHEN describes the temporal aspect of intended onboarding use (see Figure 1 (6)). Onboarding concepts can be integrated before using the actual visualization tool or called up during the use of a certain tool, e.g., when support regarding a particular feature is needed. In addition, some onboarding concepts are designed and integrated for the first use.

## 5 Discussion

Based on the results gathered in the course of this work, we have identified a number of challenges.

### 5.1 Educational Theory

In our literature review we also recognized a theoretical grounding of design decisions based on educational theories, for example concreteness fading by Alper et al. [1] or Kwon and Lee [38] using a learning by doing approach. Ruchikachorn et al. [48] integrated a morphing approach to explain the visual encoding of visualization techniques by analogy.

Ways to effectively support the learning process of users with different knowledge gaps can be considered by using educational theories. However, the literature lacks educational theories with a special focus on onboarding concepts. Nevertheless, existing theories and results of educational research can be used to inform the

**Context Sensitivity:** Context-sensitive help provides assistance at a specific point in the current state of the tool. It is the smallest possible chunk of information the user needs to understand at that point. Examples are help centers, guided tours, or mouseover pop-ups. A type of context-sensitive help is embedded help which goes beyond basic information and explanations by either detecting the user’s need for help or offering a guided tour right on the interface. Examples are tooltips, instructions on the interface, or walkthroughs.

**Context-free help** can be called at any state of usage and does not relate to the current state of help-seeking. Examples are online documentations and help videos.

**Interaction:** Interaction is applied within the onboarding process itself. We refer to Fernquist [21] for defining the degree of interactivity in onboarding concepts. Help systems can be passive if the user only consumes the learning material, such as reading an article or viewing a video. If users can try out the concepts, the onboarding concept is defined as active. Active tutorials that are aware of the users’ interactions and can respond to these are referred to as reactive.

**4.3 WHERE is visualization onboarding provided?**

Based on Fernquist et al. [21] who introduced a set of the most relevant aspects, we also adopted the aspect of the integration of onboarding concepts by asking Where is visualization onboarding provided?—externally, internally, or as a learning environment. An onboarding system that is integrated internally into the visualization can be more helpful for users because they do not have to jump back and forth between two different systems. External sources for onboarding concepts can be defined as sources which can be reached independently of the current state of the tool. At the tightest level of integration, help systems can be provided internally. Special learning environments which are not internal or external are defined as learning environments, e.g., small games that users may play before using an application in order to become familiar with the basic concepts used. It should be pointed out, however, that integrating onboarding systems into the visualization or visual analytics tools is challenging and requires a considerable amount of effort.

### 4.2 HOW is visualization onboarding provided?

Type, context sensitivity, and interaction are relevant aspects of the question of how visualization onboarding is provided. The type, as described in Section 4.2, captures the design and style of onboarding concepts. The form of contextual aid is extremely important for applications [24]. The help system should be designed to guide users by demonstration in the context of their own interface. Chilana et al. [15] developed an approach to provide a new framework for integrating crowd-sourced contextual help into web applications. In their work, they also discussed the importance of contextual help and beyond adaptive help systems. Based on these results, we also integrate the aspect of context sensitivity into our framework for visualization onboarding. Fernquist et al. [21] introduced a set of the most relevant aspects for interactive tutorials for a sketching software. Based on their design space for sketching software, we adopted the aspect of interactivity.

**Type:** Onboarding can be provided in different types, such as guided tours, step-by-step wizards, video-based tutorials, help centers, and overlays. We derived this terminology from our literature review and Pronovic’s blog article about context-sensitive and embedded help formats [16].

**Context Sensitivity:** Context-sensitive help provides assistance at a specific point in the current state of the tool. It is the smallest possible chunk of information the user needs to understand at that point. Examples are help centers, guided tours, or mouseover pop-ups. A type of context-sensitive help is embedded help which goes beyond basic information and explanations by either detecting the user’s need for help or offering a guided tour right on the interface. Examples are tooltips, instructions on the interface, or walkthroughs. Context-free help can be called at any state of usage and does not relate to the current state of help-seeking. Examples are online documentations and help videos.
design of onboarding systems. Onboarding systems can either be designed like help systems, which implies a cognitivist approach, or they might use a scaffolding approach, applying features such as prompts, tools to structure information or higher-order questions. Constructivist theory supports the assumption that especially higher-order reasoning processes and the ability to make inferences and draw conclusions from the data are supported by cognitive apprenticeship or scaffolding in particular. Higher-order reasoning is the last stage in the model suggested by graph comprehension but also the ultimate goal of most visualization systems. Based on educational theories and graph comprehension, we assume that approaches such as scaffolding are the most appropriate for onboarding. Nevertheless, such assumptions have to be tested by empirical research.

### 5.2 Constructive Visualization

Nolan [44] published an article discussing how to make statistical graphics a more prominent element of undergraduate statistics curricula. They developed graphics assignments for teaching data visualization and computing. Their teaching concept includes having students deconstruct and reconstruct plots, copy high-quality graphs, create one-minute visual revelations, convert tables into “pictures”, and develop interactive visualizations. They [44] find out that “The process of identifying and deconstructing a problematic graph and then reconstructing it in a more appropriate form can help students to better interpret, critique, and construct meaningful graphics.” [44].

The study of Nolan [44] showed that the concept of constructing visualizations can be beneficial for a better understanding and interpretation of the given visualization. In addition, other researchers are beginning to explore the phenomenon of constructive visualizations besides education. Huron et al. [31] have presented a constructive visualization paradigm which offers the possibility of providing people with the means to construct visualizations of their own in a simple, expressive and flexible way. Based on this paradigm, Huron et al. [32] conducted a study and asked people to create, update, and explain their own visualizations using only tangible building blocks. They found out that the visual mapping process is deconstructed into three high-level activities: construction, computation, and storytelling. These were composed of several logical tasks: loading data, building constructs, combining constructs, extending, correcting, aggregating, categorizing, computing new values, and unitizing. The storytelling component was composed of highlighting and marking.

The results and observations of these studies [31, 32, 44] should be considered when designing onboarding concepts for visualization tools. A constructing and deconstructing approach seems promising.

### 5.3 Storytelling

Storytelling is an effective way of conveying information and knowledge [41]. In the field of visualization, storytelling is rapidly developing a technique that enhances understanding [2, 39, 51]. Therefore, this approach sounds promising for the design of visualization onboarding methods. Bach et al. [2] introduced data comics for data-driven storytelling to communicate insights of the data through visualizations. Especially, design pattern for the visual encoding (e.g. build-up, legends, and annotated transitions) as they describe explanations helping readers to understand the visualization can be used as a basis for our design of visualization onboarding flows. Additionally, we need to think about ways to integrate onboarding concepts in visualization tools by using different types of narrative structures, such as the “martini-glass structure” [51]. For example, first the user can be introduced to the visual encoding, data, interaction concepts, and the key insights to be drawn from the data (the stem of the glass), and then opening up for free exploration of the onboarding elements (the body of the glass).

### 6 Conclusion

In this work, we proposed the design space of visualization onboarding. This conceptual framework contains the six aspects: **WHY** is visualization onboarding needed? **WHAT** is visualization onboarding? **WHO** is the user? Which knowledge gap does the user have? **HOW** is visualization onboarding provided? **WHERE** is visualization onboarding provided? **WHEN** is visualization onboarding used? The results of our first literature review show that no common concepts are available for an effective onboarding process for interactive VA tools at the moment. We found very little literature concerning the question of appropriate educational theories for visualization onboarding, therefore more research is needed in order to identify useful educational theories. The concept of visualization onboarding is increasingly relevant and should be emphasized more in the future.
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